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On Celebrating Independence Day

by
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Frederick Douglass, a great Black man who arose out of slavery to

become anorator, a journalist, a statesman, activist, abolitionist, and many other

worthy labels; once questioned why Blacks should celebrate the 4th of July.

Obviously, I don't consider myself in the same category as Douglass, and few

men could, but I have the same question. In fact, many lesser known men have

posed a similar question.

There're those Blacks who'11 say they can go where they want to go and

do whatever they want to do. There are no psychological or physical constraints

on them. Many Blacks would argue to the death that they're without a doubt free

and independent. We gained freedom from the chains and shackles on our feet,
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hands, and neck; but we have yet to gain our psychological freedom and

independence.

Why should we celebrate freedom and independence when we've never

been free and independent? We should spend that day in think tanks across the

nation, contemplating how we're going to gain our psychological freedom and

independence. Blacks continue to have little to celebrate, even though we've

come a long way. We continue to not be free and independent in spite the issuing

of the Emancipation Proclamation approximately 150 years ago, and after passing

many other bills and policies.

The Emancipation Proclamation declared us free, but our situation left

much to be desired. After being given our so-called freedom, we had little

wherewithal or resources, and nowhere to live except to remain on the plantation.

Sometimes we confuse being loose from the chains with being free and

independent. We were released from the chains but remained in psychological

slavery.

Psychologically many of us have never left the plantation. Many of us had

nowhere to go when we were told we were free, so we said, "I wanna' stay with

you Massa." So most of us stayed on the plantation and sharecropped after slavery

in much the same conditions as before the end of slavery. Some of us worked in

these conditions until as late as the 1960s. Since that time we have not achieved a

true sense of independence from the Massa. We have labored under
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discrimination, racism, and prejudice since that time. These conditions have

handicapped us to the extent that we are still not yet psychologically free. we

remain dependent, confused, chaotic, and disorganizedin our minds. Too many of

us are still tied to the Massa economically, socially, psychologically, and

educationally.

Independence Day celebrates freedom and independence as a nation. The

winning of the Revolutionary war secured this country its freedom and

independence from the British. But when this country won its independence,

Blacks were still in slavery, and would be so for almost another hundred years

before the Emancipation Proclamation.

Many Blacks have died to keep this country free, but we've yet to gain our

own freedom and independence. We've fought so people in other countries could

be free, yet we've never gained our own complete freedom and independence.

Crispus Attucks was a Black man who was the first to die in the

Revolutionary War; many other Black men lost their lives in that war. Blacks

fought against the Indians, in the civil war, in the war of I 812, in the Spanish

American War, in World War I, in World War II, in the Korean War, in the

vietnam war, in the Gulf war, and in the present Iraq war. we fought in every

major conflict. Some of these wars were fought while we were still in slavery, yet

many Blacks gave their lives for the cause of freedom.
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Some will say we're free and independent as anyone else in this country.

But do we actually believe this? Are we satisfied being regarded as second-class

citizens when everyone else has greater opportunities? There're still many

opportunities that Blacks can't avail themselves; many places where we still can't

go; many places where we can't live; and many things we can't do. If we don't

believe this, be at the wrong place at the wrong time, and we'll see how free and

independent we really are. If we read the paper and stay in tune with the media,

we can heat, read, and observe countless examples of what's meant by these

statements.

We've been conditioned to participate in this society as second-class

citizens: meaning we only have some of the rights and privileges of other citizens.

Usually, we're conditioned to follow the conventions that our parents and

significant others observe, without conscious awareness of our behavior. Blacks

also celebrate what they're told to celebrate. We do what everyone else does; we

then transmit the process to our children, and the process goes on. In many cases

we don't ask ourselves why we do certain things'

It seems that we feel if we participate, and pretend that we have all the

rights of other citizens, we'll eventually gain these rights. Note that some places

in this country give us more freedom and independence than others, and some

people are granted more freedom and independence than others-wherever we

ate.
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It should be a personal decision whether we feel we're granted enough

freedoms to celebrate Independence Day. We should always be conscious of

where we are, who we ate, and what we're doing; no matter what mask we wear,

or what holiday we celebrate.

We've always behaved in a duplicitous manner-in one way or the other.

Sometimes that involves scratching when we aren't itching, and smiling when

we're sad. I guess that could be expanded to include celebrating when we have

little to celebrate.


